Recent years have witnessed a sustained effort towards big data analytics, such as regression, classification, and recommendation, on massive datasets of varied types and formats. Although most of the methods to perform these tasks have been studied before in machine learning and data mining, scalability and generality have risen as primary challenges not addressed before. As a result, many libraries, frameworks, and platforms have been recently developed to provide scalable support for distributed and parallel statistical analytics. While mostly scalable, several of the newly proposed approaches fall short on generality. In-database solutions seek to reuse and extend the query language and processing infrastructure of a database system with generic constructs and operators required to perform these considerably more complicated tasks. They are generic, but not necessarily scalable.
• Scalable parallel graph algorithms with matrix-vector multiplication evaluated with queries by Wellington Cabrera (University of Houston) and Carlos Ordonez (University of Houston) presents a unified algorithmic pattern to express matrixvector multiplications with SQL queries. They apply this methodology to four graph problems-reachability from a source vertex, single source shortest path, weakly connected components, and PageRank-and propose efficient optimizations for parallel evaluation in a shared-nothing database.
• • A parallel computation of skyline using multiple regression analysis-based filtering on MapReduce by Miyoung Jang (Chonbuk National University of Korea), Youngho Song (Chonbuk National University of Korea), and Jae-Woo Chang (Chonbuk National University of Korea) proposes a parallel skyline query processing algorithm for MapReduce using multiple regression analysis-based filtering. The filtering threshold line is accurately computed from a sample of the data. An angle-based partitioning scheme is applied for local skyline computation, while the dominance relationship among grid-based partitions is used for the global skyline evaluation.
• An efficient distributed search solution for federated cloud by Yongqing Zhu (A*STAR Singapore), Quanqing Xu (A*STAR Singapore), Haixiang Shi (A*STAR Singapore), and Juniarto Samsudin (A*STAR Singapore) presents a Distributed Search Index (DS-index) for distributed search capability in federated cloud. The target is multi-attribute range queries with secondary indexes. DS-index deploys a three-layer architecture with a multi-attribute index overlay, a tree-based P2P network layer, and a federated cloud layer. Dynamic mapping between these layers and automatic node selection are realized with a Markov Chain-based cost model.
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